
':4 GOOD DANCE BAIVD IS HARD TO DEFIIVE" 
So read the headline I saw on the article taped onto Scott Simons' wall in his large, well-lit 
apartment, overlooking the East Bench of Salt Lake City, near the University of Utah. It was 1980, 
an album by Desmond Dekker and the Aces was on his stereo. The sketchy liner notes called the 
music SKA, or rock-steady. The album belonged to me, and I still own that same disc! X We 
were sharing some early Reggae music- recorded before 
anybody except Toots Hibbert used that term. The dance 
band in the article, Scott's band, was stirring the normally 
staid population of the Salt Lake Valley to shake what God 
had given them. They called their music SKA-rock, mixing 
Gang of Four style 'Punk' and English Beat-style 'Dance 
Crazy' vibes as well. X Their name was 004, and there 
really were four of them at first, but Stephen Fletcher 
and Aldine sat in, then Phil Miller showed up one night 
with a collection of saxophones, two lungs full of well
tuned air, and stayed for the duration. Soundman Steve 
McCallister, from Salt Lake City's seminal Roxy Club, 
ran off to CBGBs in New York City after turning duties 
over to the capable Elaine Matsui. X 004's audiences 
ranged from high schoolers to thirty-somethings like me. 
Doug Edwards was their affable lead singer and chugging 
second guitarist. Scott played his own guitar almost like 
a piano, and carefully explained how he wanted his few 

leads to be purposeful and good. They loved to keep their elements loose, but dynamic. "We resolve 
everything into three chords," laughed Doug. X I started bringing my camera to their shows and then 
made drawings themed around the group. Their friends were as interesting as they were, and they were 
pretty damned interesting! Bassist Terri Mitchell seemed taciturn and focused, but then she'd sing King 
Floyd's "Groove Me Baby.'' with an intense heat. Wanda Day was as powerful a drummer as respected 
road warriors Tony Morales and Chester Thompson, who had both played on the same stages a 

few years earlier. Producer Eliot Case saw and heard their 
potential, making a 45 RPM vinyl record with them just 
before they did a short California tour. X I'll never forget 
004 unleashing "Daktari" in the late hours. Doug went 
percussively gonzo with his lyrics, while Scott and Wanda 
churned out counterpoints. The dancers leaped and surged 
at Doug's command, then Terri took over with her mighty 
electric bass - plunking a sinuous riff that caused waves 
of sensual, passionate movement which were impossible 
to resist. Wanda's thundering drums drowned the crowd 
in dance-sweat, while their backbones, hips, thighs, and 
feet skanked away uncontrollably. X There were many 
reasons why this group didn't last, but there was a time 
when 004 created dancing magic with their incredible 
music- outshining the garish cacophony of the entire State 
Street drag strip!- Mike Evans 
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Doug Edwards  
     Vocals, Guitar

Scott Simons  
     Guitar, Bass

Wanda Day  
     Drums

Terri Mitchell 
    Bass, Vocals, Guitar

Phil Miller
      Various Saxophones, Melodica

Leraine Hortsmanshoff
      Mandolin on “Kind Love” 
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State of Affairs   1980-83•
•
•

1 Second Thoughts (2:57)
2 Ready for Love (4:05)
3 Dance Dance Dance (3:47)
4 World of Concern (3:34)
5 Evil Minds (2:33)
6 Passionate Touching* (5:51)
7 Limited War* (4:10)
8 In Trouble (with love) (2:53)
9 Public Services (5:49)
10 Kind Love (3:33)
11 Dance Together (4:06)
12 War in America* (5:31)
13 Dance Trance (from live KUED,PMN,PBS video) (4:36)
14 World of Concern (dub/worldmix) (3:36)
15 Public Services (public/dub version) (5:48)
16 Brite Lite (motor home mix -dub-)^ (5:21)
17 Let Me Be! (rapid transit version) (1:46)

So read the headline I saw on the article taped onto Scott Simons’ wall in his large, well-lit 
apartment, overlooking the East Bench of Salt Lake City, near the University of Utah. It was 1980, 
an album by Desmond Dekker and the Aces was on his stereo. The sketchy liner notes called the 
music SKA, or rock-steady. The album belonged to me, and I still own that same disc! r We 
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“A Good dAnce BAnd Is HArd To defIne.”

were sharing some early Reggae music - recorded before 
anybody except Toots Hibbert used that term. The dance 
band in the article, Scott’s band, was stirring the normally 
staid population of the Salt Lake Valley to shake what God 
had given them. They called their music SKA-rock, mixing 
Gang of Four style ‘Punk’ and English Beat-style ‘Dance 
Crazy’ vibes as well. r Their name was 004, and there 
really were four of them at f i first, but Stephen Fletcher 
and Aldine sat in, then Phil Miller showed up one night 
with a collection of saxophones, two lungs full of well-
tuned air, and stayed for the duration. Soundman Steve 
McCallister, from Salt Lake City’s seminal Roxy Club, 
ran off to CBGBs in New York City after turning duties 
over to the capable Elaine Matsui. r 004’s audiences 
ranged from high schoolers to thirty-somethings like me. 
Doug Edwards was their affable lead singer and chugging 
second guitarist. Scott played his own guitar almost like 
a piano, and carefully explained how he wanted his few 
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leads to be purposeful and good. They loved to keep their elements loose, but dynamic. “We resolve 
everything into three chords,” laughed Doug. r I started bringing my camera to their shows and then 
made drawings themed around the group. Their friends were as interesting as they were, and they were 
pretty damned interesting! Bassist Terri Mitchell seemed taciturn and focused, but then she’d sing King 
Floyd’s “Groove Me Baby,” with an intense heat. Wanda Day was as powerful a drummer as respected 
road warriors Tony Morales and Chester Thompson,  who had both played on the same stages a 
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few years earlier. Producer Eliot Case saw and heard their 
potential, making a 45 RPM vinyl record with them just 
before they did a short California tour. r I’ll never forget 
004 unleashing “Daktari” in the late hours. Doug went 
percussively gonzo with his lyrics, while Scott and Wanda 
churned out counterpoints. The dancers leaped and surged 
at Doug’s command, then Terri took over with her mighty 
electric bass - plunking a sinuous riff that caused waves 
of sensual, passionate movement which were impossible 
to resist. Wanda’s thundering drums drowned the crowd 
in dance-sweat, while their backbones, hips, thighs, and 
feet skanked away uncontrollably. r There were many 
reasons why this group didn’t last, but there was a time 
when 004 created dancing magic with their incredible 
music - outshining the garish cacophony of the entire State 
Street drag strip! - Mike Evans
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